ABSTRACT We announce a proof of Calabi's conjectures on the Ricci curvature of a compact Kahler manifold and then apply it to prove some new results in algebraic geometry and differential geometry. For example, we prove that the only Kahler structure on a complex projective space is the standard one. 
/-1/27r z Aij dzi A dVi, which represents the first Chem class of M, can one find a Kahler metric z gij dzi I dii such that z A dzi @ dii is the Ricci tensor of this metric and that V/i/2 z gi dzi A dii determines the same cohomology class as 1/2 z gi-dz' A dii. Calabi (ref. 3 ) establishes the uniqueness of such a metric z gii dz' 0 dii and proved the existence under the assumption that R1j is close to Ri. The existence of z Rij dzI 0 dii, without any assumption on M or Rij, is known as Calabi's conjecture.
Since x/7i/27r z R.j-dzi A dii = -V/i7/2ir a log det [gq + (a20p/aziaij)], the condition that V/T/2ir z Rij dzI A dii is cohomologous to VC/I/2ir I RI dzi A dVi implies that we can find a smooth function F on M so that 2i 6 log det (gij + (-+ 2r blogdet (gi;)= / F [1] The conjecture of Calabi is therefore equivalent to solving [1] [2] where exp (F) = Vol (M).
[3]
In ref. [4] where c = + 1, 0, or -1, and F is a smooth function defined on M that satisfies [3] c2(M). However, Miyaoka's argument does not give information for the case 3c2(M) = c2(M). We believe our method can be generalized to cover the case of general type. This will be discussed later.
(ii) Assuming the surface is Kahler Eistein, we knew the inequality 3c2(M) > c2(M) about 4 years ago. However, it was pointed out by D. Mumford that more than 20 years ago, Guggenheimer (ref. 7) had already found the inequality, assuming the existence of Kahler Einstein metric.
(iii) We can generalize the above inequality to other inequalities for higher dimensional manifolds with ample canonical class. We can prove, for example, the inequality To see this, we notice the obvious fact that every compact holomorphic curve in a Kahler manifold is not homologous to zero in that manifold. We use this to show that M admits no rational curves or elliptic curves. In fact, it is well known that topologically, M is a K(ir,1) whose fundamental group contains no nontrivial abelian subgroup besides the integers. Hence topologically, every continuous map from the rational curve or the elliptic curve into M must be homotopic to a map whose image is either a point or a circle. As a consequence, no nontrivial holomorphic map from a rational curve or elliptic curve into M is possible. According to the classification of complex surfaces, we conclude that M must be an algebraic surface of general type. On the other hand, for an algebraic surface of general type that contains no rational curves, the first Chern class is negative (see ref. 9 ).
Since M is oriented homotopic to N, the index of M is equal to that of N. One concludes immediately cl(M) = c1(N) and c2(M) = c2(N). Therefore, 3c2(M) = c1(M). Theorem 
